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ABSTRACT 
THE EARTH-~100N SYSTE~l 
Don B. DeYoun~ 
Professor of Physics 
Grace Call eqe 
200 Seninary Drive 
Winona lak0, IN 45S90 
The origin of the noon continues to be a lively area of discussion. A collision 
between a young, nolten earth and a 1 ar~e p 1 anetes i ma 1 has becone a popu1 ar 
exp 1 anati on. After rev; ewi n9 the tradi ti ana 1 ori qi n theori es, the 1 ike 1 i hood of 
1 unar ori gi n by colli sian ~Ii 11 be exani nerl. An upper 1 ini t on the ~ge of the 
dynanica1 earth-moon systen is also calculated. Tile result reveals a fundamental 
time conflict \"lith secular views ()f the noon's history. 
INTRODUCTION 
The noon is earth's nearest nei'lhbor in space. As a consequence, its a'le and 
tlistory are connected closely with that of the earth. Theories for the moo~'s 
origin have proliferated over the years, especially since the ~Dollo moon 
landings. However, pone of the origin theories have been very convincinq, either 
to secular or creation scientists. Table I sunmarizes the four Most popular 
lunar oriqin theories, to~ether with their I'lajor prob1ens. The prob1ens fall 
into tilree Major cate~orie,: dynaMical - usually a conflict I~ith the observer' 
angu1 ar nonentufl of the earth-noon systen; cheMical - Doth differences and 
sinilarities between the conpositions of the earth an~ noon; probability - an 
extrene1y 101/ chance of occurrence. These three constraints on lunar fornation 








Oescri pt ion 
~loon tore loose fron 
a rapidly spinning 
earth. 
Moon fornerl elsewhere 
in the solar system, 
and 1 ater entered 
earth orbit. 
Moon forned close to 
the earth, fron dust 
and rocky nateria1. 
A large object 
co11iced \!ith the 
ea rth; fra~ments 
forned the noon. 
Major Prob1 ens 
c, d 
c, d, P 
c, d 
p 
Table I. SllMrlary llf four lunar ongln theories. !lajor ~rob1ef1S fall 
into three categories: che!'1ica1 differences (cl, dynanica1 conflicts 
(d), low probability (p). 
Recently the collision theory of lunar onqHI has received wide pub1icit'y (2-51. 
Con~uter lmde1ing has ~een used to ~escribe an inpact of a large object, called a 
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planetesi,~al, with a molten proto-earth. Further speculation results in the 
reformation of the earth with its present tilt, and subsequent moon formation 
fro" orbiting collision debris. The collision concept has not become popular 
because of any inherent ability to solve all of the basic lunar origin prohlems. 
Instead, the failure of other theories Simply has caused lunar collision to fill 
the gap as an ad hoc idea, at least until a better origin scenario is developed . 
Two technical problems with the collision theory will be rliscussed here. Each 
problem in itself is sufficient to cast serious doubt on the collision theory. 
MEAN FREE P .~TH MID TIME 
The concept of mean free path is usually applieci to qas molecules . However, it 
equally well can rlescribe macroscopic planetary o'jects. The mean free oath of a 
group of objects is the averaqe rlistance travele~ hetween indivi~ual coilisions . 
This length (N) is given by 
(1) 
ncr 
where n is the dens i ty of obj ects (number per cubi c kilometer), and cis the 
collision cross section (kr:r2l. The mean free time between collisions, T , is 
expressed by 
T = L (2) 
v 
where v is the avera~e speed of the objects. Parameter values can be chosen to 
estimate the likelihood of moon formation by a collision. A reasonable density n 
is based on 100 ~'ars-size objects moving randomly in a spherical region three 
billion miles in radius, the size of Neotune's orbit. In the evolutionary 
assumption of a chaotic, early sl)lar syste:n, a planar mass c!istribrrtion has not 
yet developed. Ignoring gravitational effects, a is just twice the cross 
sectional area of Mars, 21T r2, where r is the planet's radius . The speed v is 
taken from the orbital motion of Jupiter, a qood avera'1e value for the solar 
system . The resul ts follow: 
n = 2.~3 x lO-2Q km- 3 
cr = 7.26 x 107 kl:12 
v = 13.1 kn/sec 
~ = 5.24 x 1n1" km 
T = 4 x lOlA sec = 127 billion years 
With one hundred planetary objects in random motion, one would thus expect less 
than a single collision per billion years. However, the lunar collision origin 
theory requires a violent interaction within the first few million years of solar 
system history, a one-in-a thousand chance . Clearly, the collision explanation 
for the moon ' s formation is no more credible than the previous failed theories. 
The improbability is compounded greatly by similar collision explanations for 
many other [;100nS and planets in the solar system. The high density of Mercury, 
the backspin of Venus, the severe tilt of Uranus - all conveniently are explained 
by catastrophic collisions of early solar system objects. 
I~OON - EARTH SEPARATlOlJ 
The gravi ty attracti on between the earth and moon at thei r present separati on 
distance is a stupencious force, 7 x 1019 pounds. There i$ also a large force 
differential between the earth's near and far sir.es from the noon, resulting in 
the daily tides. The earth's tirlal distortion is illustraterl in Figure 1. 
Note that earth's tidal bul~es actually occur sonewhat East of the moon's 
location, since the land and seas do not respond instantly to the qravity force. 
The result of this rlelay is a conti~uous, sl i(lht forward pull on the moon. 





Fiqure 1. The Moon's gravitational attraction results 
in ti~al bul~es a, b on the earth. The an~le ~etween 
the tidal bulqes and the Moon, actually 30 , is exaqqerated 
for claritv. 'Arro'/s indicate !'arth's rotation and the 
noon's revolution. 
distance at a present Measured rate of ahout 4 centiMeters per year. However 
this separation rate, rlr/dt, is stronqly dep!'ncent on the total earth-I'1oon 
distance r, 
dr = 
at ro (3) 
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Fioure 2. The relative earth-Moon separation as a function 
of ' tiDe. The steep curve in the past results froM an r- fi 
dependency of the noon separation rate. Extraoolation shows 
that the moon would have physically contacted the earth 
about 1.4 bill ion years ago. 
.9 1.0 
Assunin~ an original earth-noon contact by either collision or fission. There is 
a very rapid initial separation of the earth and 1I100n. Such a close encounter, 
with resultant strong tidal heatinq, should have caused large-scale neltinq of 
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the earth and moon (7). Earl y 1 unar craters woul d al so have been pernanentl y 
distorted by the large lunar tide effects, since the largest iMpact basins on the 
moon are thought to have forMed 4 bill ion years an,o. HO\~ever, evidence for such 
a close encounter is totally 1 ack i nq. The earth anti Moon apoear to have heen 
widely separated from the beginning, in agreeMent with the creation view. 
Solution of Equation (3) gives the backward extrapolated ti8e t at which the Moon 
would be in physical contact with the earth, 
(4 ) 
where re-m is the present earth-noon distance. Substitution gives 
t = 1.37 x 109 years 
This apparent tiMe of Moon orlqln is 70% less than the Moon's assuMed age of 4.6 
billion years! Clearly, a large scale time problem exists for all secular moon 
origin theories. In contrast, Figure 1 shows that the earth-moon distance has 
not changed significantly over the past 10,000 years, only about one-half mile . 
On a recent creation time scale the earth-noon systeM shows great stability, an~ 
the close-approach problems are avoided. 
FURTHER STUDY 
If the moon was once close to us, angular MomentuM considerations require an 
initial rapidly spinning earth. Data which allegedly supports a shorter rotation 
period for the early earth need to be critically analyzerl (8). Other solar 
systeM moons should also be Moving outward fron their olanets due to tidal 
effects. If future measurements show thi s moti on, especi ally for the Pl uto-
Chi ron pair, then evolutionary til1e-scale probleMS abound throu'lhout the solar 
system. If noons have indeed spiraled slowly outward fron their planets, all 
intervening matter should have been gravitationally ·swept up· and deposited on 
the moon surfaces. In parti cul ar, the observed ri ngs of four pl anets (Saturn, 
Jupiter, Uranus, and ~eptune) should not exist, since they all have orbitin9 
moons well beyond their rings . Accretion of collision fragments into objects 
like the noon is an aSSUmption that also needs critical study. For exaMple, the 
asteroid belt is outside the sun's Roche Limit, yet has not coalesced into a 
planet. Our own moon and other planetary satellites within the solar system have 
much to tell us about solar system history. 
CONCLUSION 
Having given up on traditional lunar Orl91n theories, many scientists nON are 
promoting a collision between the early earth and a Mars-size object. However, 
fundamental problens remain, including the small probability of collision and 
also the short upper-liMit on earth-l!1oon history, approxiMately 1.4 bill ion 
years. The origin of our beautiful natural satellite, the Moon, rel'lains 
unexplained by contemporary science. 
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DISCUSSION 
Dr. DeYoung focuses upon two continuing problems with lunar formation theories. The first 
applies only to the relatively recent collision theory -- the probability of such a collision 
is too low. Unfortunately, his mean-free-path treatment is not convincing for three reasons. 
He ignores gravity, which would increase the impact parameter and make a better case for colli-
sions, his assumption of 100 Mars-sized objects with in Neptune's orbit seems somewhat 
arbitrary, and the assumption of chaotic motion is not in accord with current solar system 
formation theories. When such an analysis still allows a one in a thousand chance of collision, 
we cannot say that the co 11 i si on theory has been fa 1 s i fi ed. The second problem facing 
evolutionary theories is the lack of evidence for lunar recession over the last 4.5 billion 
years, a criticism not yet satisfactorily answered by astronomers. 
Paul M. Steidl, M.S. 
Snohomish, Washington 
I thank Mr. Paul Steidl for his interaction. Gravity has not been fully ignored in the 
discussion: the planetesimals are gravitationally bound within a Neptune-sized orbit. 
Gravity between particles is neglected, and is justified in view of the speeds involved. The 
100 Mars-sized objects are certainly arbitrary. However, it is a generous concession, since 
planets are already assumed to have formed. Any refinements will surely lower the probabili-
ty of lunar origin by collision. Early chaotic motion is a part of current solar system 
views. This arises from the many extreme dynamical properties of the planets. 
Donald B. DeYoung, Ph.D. 
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